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PreamblePreamble

�� This paper asks an A+ question: This paper asks an A+ question: 
��Evolution of happiness in emerging/transitionsEvolution of happiness in emerging/transitions

EconomiesEconomies

�� Perfect natural experiment to look at the Perfect natural experiment to look at the 
determinants of happiness: transition determinants of happiness: transition 
economies, and even better economies, and even better ChinaChina

�� Steady economic development (rise in income Steady economic development (rise in income 

per capita) but rise in factors unfavorable to per capita) but rise in factors unfavorable to 
happiness: unemployment, inequality, happiness: unemployment, inequality, 
breakdown of safety breakdown of safety nests and social cohesionnests and social cohesion
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Key PointsKey Points

1.1. Motivating evidenceMotivating evidence and Results are exciting: and Results are exciting: 

UU--shaped evolution of happiness (like transition shaped evolution of happiness (like transition 

economieseconomies

1.1. But need for an additional test to identify the But need for an additional test to identify the 

determinants of this Udeterminants of this U--Shaped relationsShaped relations
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1. Motivating 1. Motivating EvidenceEvidence
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�� Questions:Questions:

��UU--shaped relationship isshaped relationship is that that obvious (even for the obvious (even for the 
WVSWVS)? )? Can you fit the best polynomial Can you fit the best polynomial 
approximation or any statistical testapproximation or any statistical test??

�� Very high heterogeneity inVery high heterogeneity in levels levels and time variation and time variation 
depending on the survey: is depending on the survey: is it reassuring? it reassuring? 

�� How much should we trust the WVS for ChinaHow much should we trust the WVS for China

Ex of Trust measure and its critics by Greif/Ex of Trust measure and its critics by Greif/TabelliniTabellini
(2011)(2011)



2. Determinants2. Determinants

�� UnemploymentUnemployment

�� Social safety netsSocial safety nets

�� InequalityInequality

Identification strategy: descriptive statisticsIdentification strategy: descriptive statistics

of happiness distribution and subjective of happiness distribution and subjective 
questions on health, financial situation.. questions on health, financial situation.. 66



�� General remarksGeneral remarks

-- Provide micro regressions and see the relative Provide micro regressions and see the relative 
weight of the coefficients associated to income, weight of the coefficients associated to income, 
unemployment, trustunemployment, trust……in Chinain China

-- Look at time variation in the coefficientsLook at time variation in the coefficients

-- Control for alternative characteristicsControl for alternative characteristics
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�� Unclear how we measure inequality, Unclear how we measure inequality, 
social cohesionsocial cohesion……

-- Ex. inequality measured by the question Ex. inequality measured by the question 
on satisfaction about financial situation ?on satisfaction about financial situation ?

-- Social safety nets measured by questionsSocial safety nets measured by questions

related to health ?  related to health ?  
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�� Suggestions: Suggestions: 

-- Use more direct questions about inequality Use more direct questions about inequality 
and social cohesion: thousands in WVSand social cohesion: thousands in WVS

-- Use objective measures of the evolution Use objective measures of the evolution 

of inequality, of inequality, ginigini, labor market institutions, labor market institutions

-- Look at interactions terms between those Look at interactions terms between those 
measures and individual characteristicsmeasures and individual characteristics

-- Exploit regional variation: urban /ruralExploit regional variation: urban /rural……
99



�� Suggestion for the econometric specificationSuggestion for the econometric specification

1010Algan et al., Regulation and Distrust, QJE 2010
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Conclusion: AlternativesConclusion: Alternatives

��China (or Transition economies) is a complicated China (or Transition economies) is a complicated 
natural experiment to identify the conflicting effects natural experiment to identify the conflicting effects 
of income per capita and of income per capita and unemunem, inequality, trust.., inequality, trust..

��A lot of other things (legal enforcement, politics, A lot of other things (legal enforcement, politics, 
corruption, chaos) took place at the same timecorruption, chaos) took place at the same time

�� How can they differentiate among these How can they differentiate among these 
alternatives? (differentiate by cohorts)alternatives? (differentiate by cohorts)

�� Transition can lead to a longing for the good old Transition can lead to a longing for the good old 
days (state control)days (state control)


